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SATIRE-S (Yeo et al. 2014)

180-300 nm: absolute level offset to WHI

115 - 180 nm: rescaled based on SORCE/SOLSTICE
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Fig. 2. The spectral profiles of the irradiance variability calculated on
the solar rotational (upper panel), activity cycle (middle panel), and
centennial (lower panel) timescales. Plotted are the values calculated
employing “SATIRE-ATLAS9” SSI and TSI time series (blue curves)
and values calculated employing the “SATIRE-COSI” SSI and TSI time
series (red curves). All spectral profiles are smoothed by applying a 10
nm running mean.

are based on the spectra of individual magnetic features and the
quiet Sun calculated with the ATLAS9 code) from Ball et al.
(2012, 2014). These time series cover the period from February
19, 1999 till October 2, 2010 and are based on the fractional
coverages of magnetic features deduced from the SOHO/MDI
data. We also plot σSSI/σTSI values calculated with the model
described in Sect. 2, i.e. employing the same SOHO/MDI frac-
tional coverages of magnetic features as Ball et al. (2012, 2014)
but convolving them with the COSI spectra instead of the
ATLAS9 spectra (see Sect. 2). These “SATIRE-COSI” time se-
ries are calculated for the same period as “SATIRE-ATLAS9”
time series.

In the middle panel of Fig. 2 we plot “SATIRE-COSI” and
“SATIRE-ATLAS9” spectral profiles of the irradiance variabil-
ity on the 11-year activity cycle timescale. They are defined as

∆SSI

∆TSI
(λ) =

< SSI(λ, t) >2002 − < SSI(λ, t) >2008

< TSI(t) >2002 − < TSI(t) >2008
, (3)

where the annual averaging is performed over the years about the
activity cycle maximum (year 2002) and minimum (year 2008).

The irradiance variability on centennial timescale is often
described as a secular change in between solar minima condi-
tions (see e.g. discussion of TSI variability in Fröhlich 2009).
The current solar irradiance records are too short and uncer-
tain to unambiguously reveal and quantify secular changes.
Consequently, the magnitude and even specific physical mech-
anisms responsible for the centennial SSI variability are heav-
ily debated (see Solanki et al. 2013, and references therein).
According to SATIRE most of the SSI changes between activ-
ity minima are caused by the varying contribution from the net-
work component (Krivova et al. 2007, 2010). Such a contribution
never reaches zero and is responsible for the secular trend in so-
lar irradiance, e.g. for the change in irradiance between 2008 ac-
tivity minimum and Maunder minimum (although see Schrijver
et al. 2011).

Along these lines we define the spectral profile of the irradi-
ance variability on centennial timescale as

∆SSI

∆TSI
(λ) =

< SSI(λ, t) >2008 −SSIquiet(λ)

< TSI(t) >2008 −TSIquiet
, (4)

where SSIquiet(λ) and TSIquiet are spectral and total solar irra-
diance, respectively, as they would be measured if the visible
part of the solar disc did not contain any active features (i.e. was
completely covered by the quiet Sun). The spectral profiles cal-
culated with the “SATIRE-COSI” and “SATIRE-ATLAS9” time
series are plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 2.

We note that the ATLAS9 code is based on the LTE assump-
tion which is not applicable in the UV. As a consequence Ball
et al. (2014) corrected the SSI values between 115 and 270 nm
based on the empirical method by Krivova et al. (2006). In con-
trast to ATLAS9, COSI takes non-LTE effects into account and
thus no additional correction for the “SATIRE-COSI” time se-
ries is needed. Despite such a difference in methods, the spectral
profiles calculated with both time series are very close to each
other over the entire spectral range shown in Fig. 2, also includ-
ing the UV. We construe this as an independent support to both
Krivova et al. (2006) method and the reliability of the “SATIRE-
COSI” time series.

The “SATIRE-ATLAS9” SSI and TSI time series have been
demonstrated to be consistent with observations from multiple
sources (see Ball et al. 2014; Yeo et al. 2014, and references
therein). Since the differences between “SATIRE-COSI” and
“SATIRE-ATLAS9” spectral profiles are not essential for the
purposes of this study we refrain from comparing the “SATIRE-
COSI” time series to the observational data.

Fig. 2 indicates that the spectral profile of the irradiance
variability depends on the considered timescale. The SSI vari-
ability on the 11-year activity cycle timescale is brought about
by the competition between bright faculae and network on one
hand and dark sunspots on the other hand. The 11-year TSI vari-
ability as well as the 11-year variability in the UV and visible
are faculae-dominated and are in phase with the solar cycle (al-
though see Harder et al. 2009), so that the ∆SSI/∆TSI values
plotted in the middle panel of Fig. 2 are positive with excep-
tion of a minor feature around 470 nm. The facular contribution
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Fig. 2. The spectral profiles of the irradiance variability calculated on
the solar rotational (upper panel), activity cycle (middle panel), and
centennial (lower panel) timescales. Plotted are the values calculated
employing “SATIRE-ATLAS9” SSI and TSI time series (blue curves)
and values calculated employing the “SATIRE-COSI” SSI and TSI time
series (red curves). All spectral profiles are smoothed by applying a 10
nm running mean.

are based on the spectra of individual magnetic features and the
quiet Sun calculated with the ATLAS9 code) from Ball et al.
(2012, 2014). These time series cover the period from February
19, 1999 till October 2, 2010 and are based on the fractional
coverages of magnetic features deduced from the SOHO/MDI
data. We also plot σSSI/σTSI values calculated with the model
described in Sect. 2, i.e. employing the same SOHO/MDI frac-
tional coverages of magnetic features as Ball et al. (2012, 2014)
but convolving them with the COSI spectra instead of the
ATLAS9 spectra (see Sect. 2). These “SATIRE-COSI” time se-
ries are calculated for the same period as “SATIRE-ATLAS9”
time series.

In the middle panel of Fig. 2 we plot “SATIRE-COSI” and
“SATIRE-ATLAS9” spectral profiles of the irradiance variabil-
ity on the 11-year activity cycle timescale. They are defined as

∆SSI

∆TSI
(λ) =

< SSI(λ, t) >2002 − < SSI(λ, t) >2008

< TSI(t) >2002 − < TSI(t) >2008
, (3)

where the annual averaging is performed over the years about the
activity cycle maximum (year 2002) and minimum (year 2008).

The irradiance variability on centennial timescale is often
described as a secular change in between solar minima condi-
tions (see e.g. discussion of TSI variability in Fröhlich 2009).
The current solar irradiance records are too short and uncer-
tain to unambiguously reveal and quantify secular changes.
Consequently, the magnitude and even specific physical mech-
anisms responsible for the centennial SSI variability are heav-
ily debated (see Solanki et al. 2013, and references therein).
According to SATIRE most of the SSI changes between activ-
ity minima are caused by the varying contribution from the net-
work component (Krivova et al. 2007, 2010). Such a contribution
never reaches zero and is responsible for the secular trend in so-
lar irradiance, e.g. for the change in irradiance between 2008 ac-
tivity minimum and Maunder minimum (although see Schrijver
et al. 2011).

Along these lines we define the spectral profile of the irradi-
ance variability on centennial timescale as

∆SSI

∆TSI
(λ) =

< SSI(λ, t) >2008 −SSIquiet(λ)

< TSI(t) >2008 −TSIquiet
, (4)

where SSIquiet(λ) and TSIquiet are spectral and total solar irra-
diance, respectively, as they would be measured if the visible
part of the solar disc did not contain any active features (i.e. was
completely covered by the quiet Sun). The spectral profiles cal-
culated with the “SATIRE-COSI” and “SATIRE-ATLAS9” time
series are plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 2.

We note that the ATLAS9 code is based on the LTE assump-
tion which is not applicable in the UV. As a consequence Ball
et al. (2014) corrected the SSI values between 115 and 270 nm
based on the empirical method by Krivova et al. (2006). In con-
trast to ATLAS9, COSI takes non-LTE effects into account and
thus no additional correction for the “SATIRE-COSI” time se-
ries is needed. Despite such a difference in methods, the spectral
profiles calculated with both time series are very close to each
other over the entire spectral range shown in Fig. 2, also includ-
ing the UV. We construe this as an independent support to both
Krivova et al. (2006) method and the reliability of the “SATIRE-
COSI” time series.

The “SATIRE-ATLAS9” SSI and TSI time series have been
demonstrated to be consistent with observations from multiple
sources (see Ball et al. 2014; Yeo et al. 2014, and references
therein). Since the differences between “SATIRE-COSI” and
“SATIRE-ATLAS9” spectral profiles are not essential for the
purposes of this study we refrain from comparing the “SATIRE-
COSI” time series to the observational data.

Fig. 2 indicates that the spectral profile of the irradiance
variability depends on the considered timescale. The SSI vari-
ability on the 11-year activity cycle timescale is brought about
by the competition between bright faculae and network on one
hand and dark sunspots on the other hand. The 11-year TSI vari-
ability as well as the 11-year variability in the UV and visible
are faculae-dominated and are in phase with the solar cycle (al-
though see Harder et al. 2009), so that the ∆SSI/∆TSI values
plotted in the middle panel of Fig. 2 are positive with excep-
tion of a minor feature around 470 nm. The facular contribution
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Fig. 2. The spectral profiles of the irradiance variability calculated on
the solar rotational (upper panel), activity cycle (middle panel), and
centennial (lower panel) timescales. Plotted are the values calculated
employing “SATIRE-ATLAS9” SSI and TSI time series (blue curves)
and values calculated employing the “SATIRE-COSI” SSI and TSI time
series (red curves). All spectral profiles are smoothed by applying a 10
nm running mean.

are based on the spectra of individual magnetic features and the
quiet Sun calculated with the ATLAS9 code) from Ball et al.
(2012, 2014). These time series cover the period from February
19, 1999 till October 2, 2010 and are based on the fractional
coverages of magnetic features deduced from the SOHO/MDI
data. We also plot σSSI/σTSI values calculated with the model
described in Sect. 2, i.e. employing the same SOHO/MDI frac-
tional coverages of magnetic features as Ball et al. (2012, 2014)
but convolving them with the COSI spectra instead of the
ATLAS9 spectra (see Sect. 2). These “SATIRE-COSI” time se-
ries are calculated for the same period as “SATIRE-ATLAS9”
time series.

In the middle panel of Fig. 2 we plot “SATIRE-COSI” and
“SATIRE-ATLAS9” spectral profiles of the irradiance variabil-
ity on the 11-year activity cycle timescale. They are defined as

∆SSI

∆TSI
(λ) =

< SSI(λ, t) >2002 − < SSI(λ, t) >2008

< TSI(t) >2002 − < TSI(t) >2008
, (3)

where the annual averaging is performed over the years about the
activity cycle maximum (year 2002) and minimum (year 2008).

The irradiance variability on centennial timescale is often
described as a secular change in between solar minima condi-
tions (see e.g. discussion of TSI variability in Fröhlich 2009).
The current solar irradiance records are too short and uncer-
tain to unambiguously reveal and quantify secular changes.
Consequently, the magnitude and even specific physical mech-
anisms responsible for the centennial SSI variability are heav-
ily debated (see Solanki et al. 2013, and references therein).
According to SATIRE most of the SSI changes between activ-
ity minima are caused by the varying contribution from the net-
work component (Krivova et al. 2007, 2010). Such a contribution
never reaches zero and is responsible for the secular trend in so-
lar irradiance, e.g. for the change in irradiance between 2008 ac-
tivity minimum and Maunder minimum (although see Schrijver
et al. 2011).

Along these lines we define the spectral profile of the irradi-
ance variability on centennial timescale as

∆SSI

∆TSI
(λ) =

< SSI(λ, t) >2008 −SSIquiet(λ)

< TSI(t) >2008 −TSIquiet
, (4)

where SSIquiet(λ) and TSIquiet are spectral and total solar irra-
diance, respectively, as they would be measured if the visible
part of the solar disc did not contain any active features (i.e. was
completely covered by the quiet Sun). The spectral profiles cal-
culated with the “SATIRE-COSI” and “SATIRE-ATLAS9” time
series are plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 2.

We note that the ATLAS9 code is based on the LTE assump-
tion which is not applicable in the UV. As a consequence Ball
et al. (2014) corrected the SSI values between 115 and 270 nm
based on the empirical method by Krivova et al. (2006). In con-
trast to ATLAS9, COSI takes non-LTE effects into account and
thus no additional correction for the “SATIRE-COSI” time se-
ries is needed. Despite such a difference in methods, the spectral
profiles calculated with both time series are very close to each
other over the entire spectral range shown in Fig. 2, also includ-
ing the UV. We construe this as an independent support to both
Krivova et al. (2006) method and the reliability of the “SATIRE-
COSI” time series.

The “SATIRE-ATLAS9” SSI and TSI time series have been
demonstrated to be consistent with observations from multiple
sources (see Ball et al. 2014; Yeo et al. 2014, and references
therein). Since the differences between “SATIRE-COSI” and
“SATIRE-ATLAS9” spectral profiles are not essential for the
purposes of this study we refrain from comparing the “SATIRE-
COSI” time series to the observational data.

Fig. 2 indicates that the spectral profile of the irradiance
variability depends on the considered timescale. The SSI vari-
ability on the 11-year activity cycle timescale is brought about
by the competition between bright faculae and network on one
hand and dark sunspots on the other hand. The 11-year TSI vari-
ability as well as the 11-year variability in the UV and visible
are faculae-dominated and are in phase with the solar cycle (al-
though see Harder et al. 2009), so that the ∆SSI/∆TSI values
plotted in the middle panel of Fig. 2 are positive with excep-
tion of a minor feature around 470 nm. The facular contribution
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decreases with wavelengths faster than the spot contribution (in
particular, the umbral component, see left upper panel of Fig. 1)
so that starting from 600 nm both contribution almost cancel
each other (while starting from 1-2 µm spots overweight the fac-
ulae and SSI varies out-of-phase with solar cycle, see e.g. Fig. 7
from Ermolli et al. 2013). As a result the dominant part of the ir-
radiance variability over the 11-year activity cycle originates in
the 300 – 450 nm spectral domain, which is especially affected
by the molecular lines (see middle panels of Fig. 1).

The SSI variability on the timescale of solar rotation is
mainly caused by transits of active features across the visible
solar disc as the Sun rotates. Since faculae and network are dis-
tributed over the solar disc more homogeneously than the spots
their contribution to the rotational variability is diminished in
comparison to the contribution to the 11-year cycle (e.g. ho-
mogeneously distributed feature would not contribute to the ro-
tational variability at all). Hence, the transition from faculae-
dominated to spot-dominated regime of rotational variability
happens at substantially shorter wavelengths than in the case of
the 11-year variability – around 400 nm. This is immediately
longward of the CN violet system which amplifies the facular
contrast and by this ensures the faculae-dominated regime of the
variability.

In contrast to the SSI variability on the 11-year timescale
the transition from the faculae-dominated to spot-dominated
regimes on the timescale of solar rotation does not lead to a de-
crease of the SSI variability (i.e. it is invisible in the upper panel
of Fig. 2). This is because spots and faculae rarely cancel each
other at any specific moment of time but can do it when some
time averaging is applied (e.g. for calculating the 11-year vari-
ability). Consequently the large part of the SSI variability on the
timescale of solar rotation comes from the infrared spectral do-
main (where it is mainly associated with umbral contribution)
and the role of the wavelengths affected by the molecular lines
is significantly smaller than in the case of the 11-year variability.

In our model the spectral profile of the irradiance variability
on centennial timescale is directly given by the spectral profile
of the facular brightness contrast (because the same atmospheric
model is used for faculae and network, see Sect. 2). In the in-
frared the centennial SSI variability is larger than the 11-year
SSI variability (since there is no competing effect from spots)
but substantially smaller than the variability on the time scale of
solar rotation.

5. Effect of the Fraunhofer lines on the spectral
profiles of the irradiance variability

Despite the difference in overall shape, all three spectral profiles
of the irradiance variability, introduced in Sect. 4, have similar
spectral features which are mostly attributed to different molec-
ular bands and strong atomic lines. To pinpoint the contributions
of variations in molecular and atomic lines to these profiles we
employed intensity spectra Ik (λ, r) calculated by first putting
the opacity in molecular lines to zero and then opacity in all
Fraunhofer lines to zero, as well as Eq. 1 to produce “SATIRE-
COSI no molecules” and “SATIRE-COSI no atoms” SSI time series,
respectively. These SSI time series were then substituted into
Eqs. 2–4 to recalculate the spectral profiles of the irradiance vari-
ability as they would be measured without contributions from
molecular/Fraunhofer lines. To maintain the consistent normali-
sation of the spectral profiles, the TSI time series used in Eqs. 2–
4 were calculated taking the molecular and atomic lines into ac-
count.
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Fig. 3. The spectral profiles of the irradiance variability calculated on
the solar rotational (upper panel), 11-year activity cycle (middle panel),
and centennial (lower panel) timescales. Plotted are the values calcu-
lated with “SATIRE-COSI” model taking the full linelist into account
(red curves) as well as putting the opacity in molecular lines to zero
(black curves).

5.1. Molecular lines

In Fig. 3 we present a comparison of the spectral profiles cal-
culated employing the “SATIRE-COSI” (produced with a full
linelist) and “SATIRE-COSI no molecules” SSI time series. In line
with the discussion in Sect. 3.1 molecular lines mainly affect the
visible spectral domain. They almost double the SSI variability
on the 11-year and centennial timescales between 300 and 450
nm. As mentioned in Sect. 4 this spectral domain also happens
to be the major contributor to the TSI variability on the 11-year
timescale. By integrating the spectral profiles of the centennial
and 11-year variability over the wavelengths one can estimate
the contribution of the molecular lines to the TSI variability.
Our calculations indicate that 23% of the TSI variability on the
11-year timescale is attributed to molecular lines. On centennial
timescale the relative contribution of the 300–450 nm spectral
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decreases with wavelengths faster than the spot contribution (in
particular, the umbral component, see left upper panel of Fig. 1)
so that starting from 600 nm both contribution almost cancel
each other (while starting from 1-2 µm spots overweight the fac-
ulae and SSI varies out-of-phase with solar cycle, see e.g. Fig. 7
from Ermolli et al. 2013). As a result the dominant part of the ir-
radiance variability over the 11-year activity cycle originates in
the 300 – 450 nm spectral domain, which is especially affected
by the molecular lines (see middle panels of Fig. 1).

The SSI variability on the timescale of solar rotation is
mainly caused by transits of active features across the visible
solar disc as the Sun rotates. Since faculae and network are dis-
tributed over the solar disc more homogeneously than the spots
their contribution to the rotational variability is diminished in
comparison to the contribution to the 11-year cycle (e.g. ho-
mogeneously distributed feature would not contribute to the ro-
tational variability at all). Hence, the transition from faculae-
dominated to spot-dominated regime of rotational variability
happens at substantially shorter wavelengths than in the case of
the 11-year variability – around 400 nm. This is immediately
longward of the CN violet system which amplifies the facular
contrast and by this ensures the faculae-dominated regime of the
variability.

In contrast to the SSI variability on the 11-year timescale
the transition from the faculae-dominated to spot-dominated
regimes on the timescale of solar rotation does not lead to a de-
crease of the SSI variability (i.e. it is invisible in the upper panel
of Fig. 2). This is because spots and faculae rarely cancel each
other at any specific moment of time but can do it when some
time averaging is applied (e.g. for calculating the 11-year vari-
ability). Consequently the large part of the SSI variability on the
timescale of solar rotation comes from the infrared spectral do-
main (where it is mainly associated with umbral contribution)
and the role of the wavelengths affected by the molecular lines
is significantly smaller than in the case of the 11-year variability.

In our model the spectral profile of the irradiance variability
on centennial timescale is directly given by the spectral profile
of the facular brightness contrast (because the same atmospheric
model is used for faculae and network, see Sect. 2). In the in-
frared the centennial SSI variability is larger than the 11-year
SSI variability (since there is no competing effect from spots)
but substantially smaller than the variability on the time scale of
solar rotation.

5. Effect of the Fraunhofer lines on the spectral
profiles of the irradiance variability

Despite the difference in overall shape, all three spectral profiles
of the irradiance variability, introduced in Sect. 4, have similar
spectral features which are mostly attributed to different molec-
ular bands and strong atomic lines. To pinpoint the contributions
of variations in molecular and atomic lines to these profiles we
employed intensity spectra Ik (λ, r) calculated by first putting
the opacity in molecular lines to zero and then opacity in all
Fraunhofer lines to zero, as well as Eq. 1 to produce “SATIRE-
COSI no molecules” and “SATIRE-COSI no atoms” SSI time series,
respectively. These SSI time series were then substituted into
Eqs. 2–4 to recalculate the spectral profiles of the irradiance vari-
ability as they would be measured without contributions from
molecular/Fraunhofer lines. To maintain the consistent normali-
sation of the spectral profiles, the TSI time series used in Eqs. 2–
4 were calculated taking the molecular and atomic lines into ac-
count.
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Fig. 3. The spectral profiles of the irradiance variability calculated on
the solar rotational (upper panel), 11-year activity cycle (middle panel),
and centennial (lower panel) timescales. Plotted are the values calcu-
lated with “SATIRE-COSI” model taking the full linelist into account
(red curves) as well as putting the opacity in molecular lines to zero
(black curves).

5.1. Molecular lines

In Fig. 3 we present a comparison of the spectral profiles cal-
culated employing the “SATIRE-COSI” (produced with a full
linelist) and “SATIRE-COSI no molecules” SSI time series. In line
with the discussion in Sect. 3.1 molecular lines mainly affect the
visible spectral domain. They almost double the SSI variability
on the 11-year and centennial timescales between 300 and 450
nm. As mentioned in Sect. 4 this spectral domain also happens
to be the major contributor to the TSI variability on the 11-year
timescale. By integrating the spectral profiles of the centennial
and 11-year variability over the wavelengths one can estimate
the contribution of the molecular lines to the TSI variability.
Our calculations indicate that 23% of the TSI variability on the
11-year timescale is attributed to molecular lines. On centennial
timescale the relative contribution of the 300–450 nm spectral
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decreases with wavelengths faster than the spot contribution (in
particular, the umbral component, see left upper panel of Fig. 1)
so that starting from 600 nm both contribution almost cancel
each other (while starting from 1-2 µm spots overweight the fac-
ulae and SSI varies out-of-phase with solar cycle, see e.g. Fig. 7
from Ermolli et al. 2013). As a result the dominant part of the ir-
radiance variability over the 11-year activity cycle originates in
the 300 – 450 nm spectral domain, which is especially affected
by the molecular lines (see middle panels of Fig. 1).

The SSI variability on the timescale of solar rotation is
mainly caused by transits of active features across the visible
solar disc as the Sun rotates. Since faculae and network are dis-
tributed over the solar disc more homogeneously than the spots
their contribution to the rotational variability is diminished in
comparison to the contribution to the 11-year cycle (e.g. ho-
mogeneously distributed feature would not contribute to the ro-
tational variability at all). Hence, the transition from faculae-
dominated to spot-dominated regime of rotational variability
happens at substantially shorter wavelengths than in the case of
the 11-year variability – around 400 nm. This is immediately
longward of the CN violet system which amplifies the facular
contrast and by this ensures the faculae-dominated regime of the
variability.

In contrast to the SSI variability on the 11-year timescale
the transition from the faculae-dominated to spot-dominated
regimes on the timescale of solar rotation does not lead to a de-
crease of the SSI variability (i.e. it is invisible in the upper panel
of Fig. 2). This is because spots and faculae rarely cancel each
other at any specific moment of time but can do it when some
time averaging is applied (e.g. for calculating the 11-year vari-
ability). Consequently the large part of the SSI variability on the
timescale of solar rotation comes from the infrared spectral do-
main (where it is mainly associated with umbral contribution)
and the role of the wavelengths affected by the molecular lines
is significantly smaller than in the case of the 11-year variability.

In our model the spectral profile of the irradiance variability
on centennial timescale is directly given by the spectral profile
of the facular brightness contrast (because the same atmospheric
model is used for faculae and network, see Sect. 2). In the in-
frared the centennial SSI variability is larger than the 11-year
SSI variability (since there is no competing effect from spots)
but substantially smaller than the variability on the time scale of
solar rotation.

5. Effect of the Fraunhofer lines on the spectral
profiles of the irradiance variability

Despite the difference in overall shape, all three spectral profiles
of the irradiance variability, introduced in Sect. 4, have similar
spectral features which are mostly attributed to different molec-
ular bands and strong atomic lines. To pinpoint the contributions
of variations in molecular and atomic lines to these profiles we
employed intensity spectra Ik (λ, r) calculated by first putting
the opacity in molecular lines to zero and then opacity in all
Fraunhofer lines to zero, as well as Eq. 1 to produce “SATIRE-
COSI no molecules” and “SATIRE-COSI no atoms” SSI time series,
respectively. These SSI time series were then substituted into
Eqs. 2–4 to recalculate the spectral profiles of the irradiance vari-
ability as they would be measured without contributions from
molecular/Fraunhofer lines. To maintain the consistent normali-
sation of the spectral profiles, the TSI time series used in Eqs. 2–
4 were calculated taking the molecular and atomic lines into ac-
count.
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Fig. 3. The spectral profiles of the irradiance variability calculated on
the solar rotational (upper panel), 11-year activity cycle (middle panel),
and centennial (lower panel) timescales. Plotted are the values calcu-
lated with “SATIRE-COSI” model taking the full linelist into account
(red curves) as well as putting the opacity in molecular lines to zero
(black curves).

5.1. Molecular lines

In Fig. 3 we present a comparison of the spectral profiles cal-
culated employing the “SATIRE-COSI” (produced with a full
linelist) and “SATIRE-COSI no molecules” SSI time series. In line
with the discussion in Sect. 3.1 molecular lines mainly affect the
visible spectral domain. They almost double the SSI variability
on the 11-year and centennial timescales between 300 and 450
nm. As mentioned in Sect. 4 this spectral domain also happens
to be the major contributor to the TSI variability on the 11-year
timescale. By integrating the spectral profiles of the centennial
and 11-year variability over the wavelengths one can estimate
the contribution of the molecular lines to the TSI variability.
Our calculations indicate that 23% of the TSI variability on the
11-year timescale is attributed to molecular lines. On centennial
timescale the relative contribution of the 300–450 nm spectral
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Fig. 2. The spectral profiles of the irradiance variability calculated on
the solar rotational (upper panel), activity cycle (middle panel), and
centennial (lower panel) timescales. Plotted are the values calculated
employing “SATIRE-ATLAS9” SSI and TSI time series (blue curves)
and values calculated employing the “SATIRE-COSI” SSI and TSI time
series (red curves). All spectral profiles are smoothed by applying a 10
nm running mean.

are based on the spectra of individual magnetic features and the
quiet Sun calculated with the ATLAS9 code) from Ball et al.
(2012, 2014). These time series cover the period from February
19, 1999 till October 2, 2010 and are based on the fractional
coverages of magnetic features deduced from the SOHO/MDI
data. We also plot σSSI/σTSI values calculated with the model
described in Sect. 2, i.e. employing the same SOHO/MDI frac-
tional coverages of magnetic features as Ball et al. (2012, 2014)
but convolving them with the COSI spectra instead of the
ATLAS9 spectra (see Sect. 2). These “SATIRE-COSI” time se-
ries are calculated for the same period as “SATIRE-ATLAS9”
time series.

In the middle panel of Fig. 2 we plot “SATIRE-COSI” and
“SATIRE-ATLAS9” spectral profiles of the irradiance variabil-
ity on the 11-year activity cycle timescale. They are defined as

∆SSI

∆TSI
(λ) =

< SSI(λ, t) >2002 − < SSI(λ, t) >2008

< TSI(t) >2002 − < TSI(t) >2008
, (3)

where the annual averaging is performed over the years about the
activity cycle maximum (year 2002) and minimum (year 2008).

The irradiance variability on centennial timescale is often
described as a secular change in between solar minima condi-
tions (see e.g. discussion of TSI variability in Fröhlich 2009).
The current solar irradiance records are too short and uncer-
tain to unambiguously reveal and quantify secular changes.
Consequently, the magnitude and even specific physical mech-
anisms responsible for the centennial SSI variability are heav-
ily debated (see Solanki et al. 2013, and references therein).
According to SATIRE most of the SSI changes between activ-
ity minima are caused by the varying contribution from the net-
work component (Krivova et al. 2007, 2010). Such a contribution
never reaches zero and is responsible for the secular trend in so-
lar irradiance, e.g. for the change in irradiance between 2008 ac-
tivity minimum and Maunder minimum (although see Schrijver
et al. 2011).

Along these lines we define the spectral profile of the irradi-
ance variability on centennial timescale as

∆SSI

∆TSI
(λ) =

< SSI(λ, t) >2008 −SSIquiet(λ)

< TSI(t) >2008 −TSIquiet
, (4)

where SSIquiet(λ) and TSIquiet are spectral and total solar irra-
diance, respectively, as they would be measured if the visible
part of the solar disc did not contain any active features (i.e. was
completely covered by the quiet Sun). The spectral profiles cal-
culated with the “SATIRE-COSI” and “SATIRE-ATLAS9” time
series are plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 2.

We note that the ATLAS9 code is based on the LTE assump-
tion which is not applicable in the UV. As a consequence Ball
et al. (2014) corrected the SSI values between 115 and 270 nm
based on the empirical method by Krivova et al. (2006). In con-
trast to ATLAS9, COSI takes non-LTE effects into account and
thus no additional correction for the “SATIRE-COSI” time se-
ries is needed. Despite such a difference in methods, the spectral
profiles calculated with both time series are very close to each
other over the entire spectral range shown in Fig. 2, also includ-
ing the UV. We construe this as an independent support to both
Krivova et al. (2006) method and the reliability of the “SATIRE-
COSI” time series.

The “SATIRE-ATLAS9” SSI and TSI time series have been
demonstrated to be consistent with observations from multiple
sources (see Ball et al. 2014; Yeo et al. 2014, and references
therein). Since the differences between “SATIRE-COSI” and
“SATIRE-ATLAS9” spectral profiles are not essential for the
purposes of this study we refrain from comparing the “SATIRE-
COSI” time series to the observational data.

Fig. 2 indicates that the spectral profile of the irradiance
variability depends on the considered timescale. The SSI vari-
ability on the 11-year activity cycle timescale is brought about
by the competition between bright faculae and network on one
hand and dark sunspots on the other hand. The 11-year TSI vari-
ability as well as the 11-year variability in the UV and visible
are faculae-dominated and are in phase with the solar cycle (al-
though see Harder et al. 2009), so that the ∆SSI/∆TSI values
plotted in the middle panel of Fig. 2 are positive with excep-
tion of a minor feature around 470 nm. The facular contribution
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decreases with wavelengths faster than the spot contribution (in
particular, the umbral component, see left upper panel of Fig. 1)
so that starting from 600 nm both contribution almost cancel
each other (while starting from 1-2 µm spots overweight the fac-
ulae and SSI varies out-of-phase with solar cycle, see e.g. Fig. 7
from Ermolli et al. 2013). As a result the dominant part of the ir-
radiance variability over the 11-year activity cycle originates in
the 300 – 450 nm spectral domain, which is especially affected
by the molecular lines (see middle panels of Fig. 1).

The SSI variability on the timescale of solar rotation is
mainly caused by transits of active features across the visible
solar disc as the Sun rotates. Since faculae and network are dis-
tributed over the solar disc more homogeneously than the spots
their contribution to the rotational variability is diminished in
comparison to the contribution to the 11-year cycle (e.g. ho-
mogeneously distributed feature would not contribute to the ro-
tational variability at all). Hence, the transition from faculae-
dominated to spot-dominated regime of rotational variability
happens at substantially shorter wavelengths than in the case of
the 11-year variability – around 400 nm. This is immediately
longward of the CN violet system which amplifies the facular
contrast and by this ensures the faculae-dominated regime of the
variability.

In contrast to the SSI variability on the 11-year timescale
the transition from the faculae-dominated to spot-dominated
regimes on the timescale of solar rotation does not lead to a de-
crease of the SSI variability (i.e. it is invisible in the upper panel
of Fig. 2). This is because spots and faculae rarely cancel each
other at any specific moment of time but can do it when some
time averaging is applied (e.g. for calculating the 11-year vari-
ability). Consequently the large part of the SSI variability on the
timescale of solar rotation comes from the infrared spectral do-
main (where it is mainly associated with umbral contribution)
and the role of the wavelengths affected by the molecular lines
is significantly smaller than in the case of the 11-year variability.

In our model the spectral profile of the irradiance variability
on centennial timescale is directly given by the spectral profile
of the facular brightness contrast (because the same atmospheric
model is used for faculae and network, see Sect. 2). In the in-
frared the centennial SSI variability is larger than the 11-year
SSI variability (since there is no competing effect from spots)
but substantially smaller than the variability on the time scale of
solar rotation.

5. Effect of the Fraunhofer lines on the spectral
profiles of the irradiance variability

Despite the difference in overall shape, all three spectral profiles
of the irradiance variability, introduced in Sect. 4, have similar
spectral features which are mostly attributed to different molec-
ular bands and strong atomic lines. To pinpoint the contributions
of variations in molecular and atomic lines to these profiles we
employed intensity spectra Ik (λ, r) calculated by first putting
the opacity in molecular lines to zero and then opacity in all
Fraunhofer lines to zero, as well as Eq. 1 to produce “SATIRE-
COSI no molecules” and “SATIRE-COSI no atoms” SSI time series,
respectively. These SSI time series were then substituted into
Eqs. 2–4 to recalculate the spectral profiles of the irradiance vari-
ability as they would be measured without contributions from
molecular/Fraunhofer lines. To maintain the consistent normali-
sation of the spectral profiles, the TSI time series used in Eqs. 2–
4 were calculated taking the molecular and atomic lines into ac-
count.
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Fig. 3. The spectral profiles of the irradiance variability calculated on
the solar rotational (upper panel), 11-year activity cycle (middle panel),
and centennial (lower panel) timescales. Plotted are the values calcu-
lated with “SATIRE-COSI” model taking the full linelist into account
(red curves) as well as putting the opacity in molecular lines to zero
(black curves).

5.1. Molecular lines

In Fig. 3 we present a comparison of the spectral profiles cal-
culated employing the “SATIRE-COSI” (produced with a full
linelist) and “SATIRE-COSI no molecules” SSI time series. In line
with the discussion in Sect. 3.1 molecular lines mainly affect the
visible spectral domain. They almost double the SSI variability
on the 11-year and centennial timescales between 300 and 450
nm. As mentioned in Sect. 4 this spectral domain also happens
to be the major contributor to the TSI variability on the 11-year
timescale. By integrating the spectral profiles of the centennial
and 11-year variability over the wavelengths one can estimate
the contribution of the molecular lines to the TSI variability.
Our calculations indicate that 23% of the TSI variability on the
11-year timescale is attributed to molecular lines. On centennial
timescale the relative contribution of the 300–450 nm spectral
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decreases with wavelengths faster than the spot contribution (in
particular, the umbral component, see left upper panel of Fig. 1)
so that starting from 600 nm both contribution almost cancel
each other (while starting from 1-2 µm spots overweight the fac-
ulae and SSI varies out-of-phase with solar cycle, see e.g. Fig. 7
from Ermolli et al. 2013). As a result the dominant part of the ir-
radiance variability over the 11-year activity cycle originates in
the 300 – 450 nm spectral domain, which is especially affected
by the molecular lines (see middle panels of Fig. 1).

The SSI variability on the timescale of solar rotation is
mainly caused by transits of active features across the visible
solar disc as the Sun rotates. Since faculae and network are dis-
tributed over the solar disc more homogeneously than the spots
their contribution to the rotational variability is diminished in
comparison to the contribution to the 11-year cycle (e.g. ho-
mogeneously distributed feature would not contribute to the ro-
tational variability at all). Hence, the transition from faculae-
dominated to spot-dominated regime of rotational variability
happens at substantially shorter wavelengths than in the case of
the 11-year variability – around 400 nm. This is immediately
longward of the CN violet system which amplifies the facular
contrast and by this ensures the faculae-dominated regime of the
variability.

In contrast to the SSI variability on the 11-year timescale
the transition from the faculae-dominated to spot-dominated
regimes on the timescale of solar rotation does not lead to a de-
crease of the SSI variability (i.e. it is invisible in the upper panel
of Fig. 2). This is because spots and faculae rarely cancel each
other at any specific moment of time but can do it when some
time averaging is applied (e.g. for calculating the 11-year vari-
ability). Consequently the large part of the SSI variability on the
timescale of solar rotation comes from the infrared spectral do-
main (where it is mainly associated with umbral contribution)
and the role of the wavelengths affected by the molecular lines
is significantly smaller than in the case of the 11-year variability.

In our model the spectral profile of the irradiance variability
on centennial timescale is directly given by the spectral profile
of the facular brightness contrast (because the same atmospheric
model is used for faculae and network, see Sect. 2). In the in-
frared the centennial SSI variability is larger than the 11-year
SSI variability (since there is no competing effect from spots)
but substantially smaller than the variability on the time scale of
solar rotation.

5. Effect of the Fraunhofer lines on the spectral
profiles of the irradiance variability

Despite the difference in overall shape, all three spectral profiles
of the irradiance variability, introduced in Sect. 4, have similar
spectral features which are mostly attributed to different molec-
ular bands and strong atomic lines. To pinpoint the contributions
of variations in molecular and atomic lines to these profiles we
employed intensity spectra Ik (λ, r) calculated by first putting
the opacity in molecular lines to zero and then opacity in all
Fraunhofer lines to zero, as well as Eq. 1 to produce “SATIRE-
COSI no molecules” and “SATIRE-COSI no atoms” SSI time series,
respectively. These SSI time series were then substituted into
Eqs. 2–4 to recalculate the spectral profiles of the irradiance vari-
ability as they would be measured without contributions from
molecular/Fraunhofer lines. To maintain the consistent normali-
sation of the spectral profiles, the TSI time series used in Eqs. 2–
4 were calculated taking the molecular and atomic lines into ac-
count.
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Fig. 3. The spectral profiles of the irradiance variability calculated on
the solar rotational (upper panel), 11-year activity cycle (middle panel),
and centennial (lower panel) timescales. Plotted are the values calcu-
lated with “SATIRE-COSI” model taking the full linelist into account
(red curves) as well as putting the opacity in molecular lines to zero
(black curves).

5.1. Molecular lines

In Fig. 3 we present a comparison of the spectral profiles cal-
culated employing the “SATIRE-COSI” (produced with a full
linelist) and “SATIRE-COSI no molecules” SSI time series. In line
with the discussion in Sect. 3.1 molecular lines mainly affect the
visible spectral domain. They almost double the SSI variability
on the 11-year and centennial timescales between 300 and 450
nm. As mentioned in Sect. 4 this spectral domain also happens
to be the major contributor to the TSI variability on the 11-year
timescale. By integrating the spectral profiles of the centennial
and 11-year variability over the wavelengths one can estimate
the contribution of the molecular lines to the TSI variability.
Our calculations indicate that 23% of the TSI variability on the
11-year timescale is attributed to molecular lines. On centennial
timescale the relative contribution of the 300–450 nm spectral
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decreases with wavelengths faster than the spot contribution (in
particular, the umbral component, see left upper panel of Fig. 1)
so that starting from 600 nm both contribution almost cancel
each other (while starting from 1-2 µm spots overweight the fac-
ulae and SSI varies out-of-phase with solar cycle, see e.g. Fig. 7
from Ermolli et al. 2013). As a result the dominant part of the ir-
radiance variability over the 11-year activity cycle originates in
the 300 – 450 nm spectral domain, which is especially affected
by the molecular lines (see middle panels of Fig. 1).

The SSI variability on the timescale of solar rotation is
mainly caused by transits of active features across the visible
solar disc as the Sun rotates. Since faculae and network are dis-
tributed over the solar disc more homogeneously than the spots
their contribution to the rotational variability is diminished in
comparison to the contribution to the 11-year cycle (e.g. ho-
mogeneously distributed feature would not contribute to the ro-
tational variability at all). Hence, the transition from faculae-
dominated to spot-dominated regime of rotational variability
happens at substantially shorter wavelengths than in the case of
the 11-year variability – around 400 nm. This is immediately
longward of the CN violet system which amplifies the facular
contrast and by this ensures the faculae-dominated regime of the
variability.

In contrast to the SSI variability on the 11-year timescale
the transition from the faculae-dominated to spot-dominated
regimes on the timescale of solar rotation does not lead to a de-
crease of the SSI variability (i.e. it is invisible in the upper panel
of Fig. 2). This is because spots and faculae rarely cancel each
other at any specific moment of time but can do it when some
time averaging is applied (e.g. for calculating the 11-year vari-
ability). Consequently the large part of the SSI variability on the
timescale of solar rotation comes from the infrared spectral do-
main (where it is mainly associated with umbral contribution)
and the role of the wavelengths affected by the molecular lines
is significantly smaller than in the case of the 11-year variability.

In our model the spectral profile of the irradiance variability
on centennial timescale is directly given by the spectral profile
of the facular brightness contrast (because the same atmospheric
model is used for faculae and network, see Sect. 2). In the in-
frared the centennial SSI variability is larger than the 11-year
SSI variability (since there is no competing effect from spots)
but substantially smaller than the variability on the time scale of
solar rotation.

5. Effect of the Fraunhofer lines on the spectral
profiles of the irradiance variability

Despite the difference in overall shape, all three spectral profiles
of the irradiance variability, introduced in Sect. 4, have similar
spectral features which are mostly attributed to different molec-
ular bands and strong atomic lines. To pinpoint the contributions
of variations in molecular and atomic lines to these profiles we
employed intensity spectra Ik (λ, r) calculated by first putting
the opacity in molecular lines to zero and then opacity in all
Fraunhofer lines to zero, as well as Eq. 1 to produce “SATIRE-
COSI no molecules” and “SATIRE-COSI no atoms” SSI time series,
respectively. These SSI time series were then substituted into
Eqs. 2–4 to recalculate the spectral profiles of the irradiance vari-
ability as they would be measured without contributions from
molecular/Fraunhofer lines. To maintain the consistent normali-
sation of the spectral profiles, the TSI time series used in Eqs. 2–
4 were calculated taking the molecular and atomic lines into ac-
count.
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Fig. 3. The spectral profiles of the irradiance variability calculated on
the solar rotational (upper panel), 11-year activity cycle (middle panel),
and centennial (lower panel) timescales. Plotted are the values calcu-
lated with “SATIRE-COSI” model taking the full linelist into account
(red curves) as well as putting the opacity in molecular lines to zero
(black curves).

5.1. Molecular lines

In Fig. 3 we present a comparison of the spectral profiles cal-
culated employing the “SATIRE-COSI” (produced with a full
linelist) and “SATIRE-COSI no molecules” SSI time series. In line
with the discussion in Sect. 3.1 molecular lines mainly affect the
visible spectral domain. They almost double the SSI variability
on the 11-year and centennial timescales between 300 and 450
nm. As mentioned in Sect. 4 this spectral domain also happens
to be the major contributor to the TSI variability on the 11-year
timescale. By integrating the spectral profiles of the centennial
and 11-year variability over the wavelengths one can estimate
the contribution of the molecular lines to the TSI variability.
Our calculations indicate that 23% of the TSI variability on the
11-year timescale is attributed to molecular lines. On centennial
timescale the relative contribution of the 300–450 nm spectral
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Various timescales of the irradiance variability



Model CHRONOS
CHRONOS (Code for the High ResolutiOn recoNstructiOn of Solar spectral
irradiance):
CHRONOS = NESSY + filling factors

- Radiation code for the SSI calculations
SSR11: COSI using homogeneous distribution (full disk approach)
CHRONOS: NESSY (Tagirov et al., 2016), using activity belts for spots and
plages.

- Calculation of the filling factors
SSR11: Linear relation to SSN for spots and plages.
CHRONOS: Linear/nonlinear relation to SSN for umbra/penumbra and plages.

- Calculation of the quiet Sun irradiance
SSR11: Model A from Fontenla et al. (1999); SMP from (McCracken et al.,
2004)
CHRONOS: Model B; SMP from (Steinhilber et al., 2009)
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Activity belts for the irradiance calculations 
SSR11: homogeneous distribution (full disk approach)

Relative deviation of the facular contribution to the brightening of the Sun (IFAC-IQS) calculated
using activity belt approach from full disk model.

CHRONOS: activity belts for spots and plages.
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Relative contribution of the UV (200–400 nm), visible (400– 
700 nm), near-IR (700–1000 nm) and IR (1000–2430 nm) 

ranges to the TSI change over the solar cycle  
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